
Early Challenges
HOME & ABROAD



Financial Weakness
u At home

Elizabeth couldn't do whatever she wanted, she might rule by divine right, 
but she needed money and support to rule successfully.

How could she raise money?

Parliament subsidies

Profits of 
Justice

Loans (sometimes 
FORCED from her 

nobles never to be 
repaid)

£300,000
in debt 

£286,667
Annual 
Income
From >>>



Poor Harvests, High Taxes
u To cope with the financial problems she inherited, Elizabeth 

stopped government spending, collected all of her debts, 
raised taxes which upset everyone, rich and poor.

u As well as the debts, England had also suffered seriously bad 
harvests in previous years again pushing up the prices of basics 
such as bread, leading to hunger and anger. Luckily for 
Elizabeth there was a very good harvest in 1558, leading 
people to believe it was a sign from God that Elizabeth was 
here to save them.

u By 1585, Elizabeth had raised approximately £600,000, paying 
off Mary’s debts, however this would all be spent on the 
pending war with Spain in 1588.

What were Elizabeth's main problem financially in 1558, and how 
did she deal with these problems?



Economy / Trade 
Knowledge

u Elizabeth inherited debts of £300,000 from Mary
u She brought in £286,000 a year
u By 1585 she’d paid off the debt and saved £300,000 
u Years of bad harvests led to inflation and poverty
u Wool Trade was crucial – 90% of all exports.
u Collapse of Wool Trade in Europe was a disaster (Dutch revolt, Philip II stopping 

English wool and Elizabeth’s own 1 year trade embargo) – led to inflation and 
poverty

u Prices rose because of bad harvests, reduced income for farmers
u Wages stayed the same or fell adding to the inflation
u Rents increased and were kept high, leading to problems for tenants
u Government stopped spending as well as collecting in all debts
u Debased the coins leading to living standards going down increasing poverty
u Population increases – 2-4 million, London 50,000 people to 225,000 – pressure 

on resources led to further high prices, adding to the poverty

Turn this 
information 
into a mind 

map



Foreign Affairsu Abroad

Foreign policy was closely linked with the marriage and succession issue. Foreign 
Policy was a royal prerogative, Elizabeth looked to the Privy Council for advice.

Elizabeth was fully aware she couldn't afford any wars and her population was far 
smaller than France and Spain and lacked the financial resources to maintain a 
standing army.

England had a considerable Naval power and a local militia, but this was primarily 
defensive. England had  shown it was incapable of conquering Scotland and holding 
on to Calais.

Netherlands



Scotland and France were 
traditional allies, often war 
against France meant war 
against Scotland. Improving 
relations with France would 
mean improved relations with 
Scotland. Scotland could be a 
backdoor entrance to England

Mary Queen of Scot’s arrival in 
England in 1568 added further 
complications to Anglo Scottish 
relations, known as the Auld 
Alliance

The Netherlands were 
vital in England’s 
trading interests. The 
rise of Protestantism 
in NL led some 
councillors to view NL 
as religious allies. 

Elizabeth was fearful 
about English trade 
and supporting the 
Dutch Protestants as 
Spain took more 
control of the 
Netherlands

Elizabeth inherited a war with 
France and on good terms with 
Spain. This would change 
dramatically over the years. 
Relations with France generally 
improved and with Spain would 
get worse
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Overview of Europe 
in 1558

MOST IMPORTANT POINT:
France & Spain as enemies was good for 
England! Worst case scenario would be France 
& Spain joining forces



France was England’s traditional enemy, because of its size – 4 times 
greater than England’s, its proximity, its alliance with Scotland and the 
claims of the Kings of England to the French throne. France was also far 
wealthier than England.

France was Roman Catholic and supported the claims of Mary , Queen 
of Scots to the English throne because of her French blood and her 
marriage to the French heir. 

Mary became queen of France in 1559 when her husband became Francis II
Mary’s mother, Mary of Guise was ruling Scotland and had French troops in Scotland.

Guise Clip

France – Summarise this on your map

France

Calais

Kings Lynn
.

• Calais was a useful military base in Europe
• It was a very valuable trading post
• England under Mary I lost Calais to France and 

so left England with no possession in Europe –
Any further war with France would therefore 
lead to invastion

• The loss of Calais was a humiliation to England 
and so Elizabeth made getting it back one of 
her primary aims



The Ultimate Quiz:

u Add a section to your quiz on

FOREIGN THREATS TO ELIZABETH

u It should include

SPAIN, FRANCE, SCOTLAND




